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Most VW aero-conversions use solid lifters that require periodic adjustment. Many people agree that the valve

lash should be adjusted after every 25 hours of service. The good news is that valve lash adjustment is very

easy to accomplish and can be done in less than 30 minutes. Valve lash adjustment must be done with the engine cold. So perform

this job before the first flight of the day.

Remove the cowl then remove the valve covers. I this picture, the valve

covers are held on using snap-on bales. These pop-off using a large

screwdriver. Your valve covers may have bolts.

 

Remove the spark plugs to allow the engine to easily turn by hand. It's

also a safety issue to prevent an accidental start. This engine has dual

ignition and the bottom plugs are being removed.

 

Now is a good time to diagnose the plugs for signs of trouble. Depending

on your fuel intake design, some plugs may show an inidication of leaner

fuel mixture than others. This is very common on aero-VWs since intake

tubes are often of slightly different lengths. These plugs look good.
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Turn your prop until a cylinder comes up to Top Dead Center (TDC). A

cylinder at TDC can be easily identified since both the intake and exahust

valves will be closed and the valve springs more fully extended. Unless

your valve lash is far out of adjustment, you should also be able to feel

some play in both rocker arms when a cylinder is at TDC.

 

Two feeler gauges are used to adjust the lash; 0.006" and 0.008".

 

Using a 13mm box wrench and an appropriate size screwdriver, loosen

the adjuster lock nut. The adjuster should now be loose enough to turn

with the screwdriver.

 

Insert the thicker 0.008" feeler gauge between the adjuster foot and the

valve stem of the exhaust valve. Turn the adjuster with the screwdriver

until the 0.008" gauge is snug. Now tighten the 13mm lock nut with the

wrench. Remove the 0.008" feeler gauge and insert the smaller 0.006"

feeler. The 0.006" feeler should slide easily between the adjuster foot and

valve stem while the 0.008" feeler should not. Repeat this process for the

intake valve of the same cylinder.
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Once the exhaust and intake valves are adjusted for the first cylinder,

turn the prop to bring the next cylinder to TDC. Repeat the adjustments

steps above. Continue this procedure until all 4 cylinders are adjusted.

 

Reinstall the valve covers by snapping the bales back on.

 

Reinstall the spark plugs and wires. You're done!

If you have comments on this or other articles, please post them to the Sonerai.net Forum
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